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Call to Action!!

Russia:
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Cluistians truly understanding the
Gospel message from Genesis to
Revelation .
I look forward to continuing the
work that has been started in Russia.
Ilgis has requested that we train and
equip him to teach the creation
science to his people. We need the
finances to purchase equipment for
him, to pay translators, and for travel
expenses. However, our greatest
need is prayer. As we invade Satan 's
evolutionary domain the spiritual
warfare always heats up. If you are
lead by the Holy Spirit to help
with this mission trip please
contact AOI. ®
be able to help AOI right from your
own li ving room!
Some of the benefits of
volunteering include:
• Knowing you are needed!
• Learning about Creation
• Meeting some really fun people
• Co-laboring for eternal rewards
Anyone can become a volunteer.
We want to work with you to find
your strengths and areas of giftedness.
Give us a call to find out more details
on all of these options. ®
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However, this is not an example
variety of conditions.
evolution. Evolution's imaginary
of Evolution. This environmental
Even Kettlewell 's study itself
transitional forms would have
stress did not promote any new moth
has been called into question.
incomplete, unusable new structures
types (i.e. changes within a kind Research by British scientist Cyril
(i.e. partial wing, partial arm etc.).
subspeciation), nor were there any
Clark spanning 25 years determined
These isolated, rudimentary aberrations
changes between kinds (i .e. moth to
peppered moths to be primarily
would be inferior to the fully
butterfly - transpeciation). Both
nocturnal. Rarely do they rest on tree
formed, fully functional structures of
populations of moths were present
bark during the day. Their daytime
their parents. An
prior to the industrial pollution. No
absence would minimize enormously
intermediate form
accidental, chance mutation was
the effect color would have on predation.
would be a detriment,
needed to create this new variation.
(Kettlewell's original photos were
not having selective
In fact, both moth types were classified
obtained by gluing dead moths
competitive advantage.
under the same Genus & species
onto bark).
"In other words, natural
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selection over the long run does
difference between them is that the
these original results. In fact, a poor
110 eerrrroimprove a specii-..c-'--- - - -darker mor
- - con-elation 6etween popUlatJOn num rs- chance of survival but simply
pigment. Since Kettlewell's study
and bark color exists. Even evolutionmy
enables it to "track, or keep up with,
exhibits a population color shift,
biologist Jerry Coyne (University of
the constantly changing environment 1
and not a new population origination,
Chicago), agrees the peppered moth
The famous biologist D ' Arcy
this is definitely not an example of
story, which was "the prize horse in
Wentworth Thompson { 1942}
evolution.
see Nat. Selection page 4 >
expounded on the negative role of
Is this really an example of NS?
NS: " We begin to see that it is in
That depends on the cause of these
order to account not for the appearance
changes. NS may have had a role if
but for the disappearance of such
the increased visibility of the white
moth population was naturally
forms as these that NS must be
invoked. And we then, I think, draw
selected against.
near to the conclusion ... that the great
However, another viable
Russia Trip
function of NS is not to originate but
explanation is that the majo1ity of
to remove ... we see in NS an
white moths simply migrated to trees
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• Translators
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we want an answer and have no other."3
But what about the famous
covered tree trunks to their
Elk Creek Ranch
textbook proof of evolution, the
prior light coloration. To a large
• Approval of water use permit
extent, the light colored moths have
Peppered Moth study by Kettlewell
• Funds for primary structures
during the 1950's? Tree bark lichen
returned as well.
died as the industrial pollution
Are these adaptations synonymous
with evolution? No. Adaptations
deposited soot into nearby forests.
Consequently the white bark turned
speak of the enormous genetic
black in coloration. As a result, the
potential of living creatures. The
Adult and kids seminars for the
light moth population declined and
incalculable complexities of the
Kansas/Nebraska/Iowa vacinily are
the dark moth population increased.
genome (i.e. total genetic potential
being planned. If you or someone
We're told the black moths had a
of a population) provide a tremendous
you know would be interested,
resource of variation within a kind.
selective advantage of camouflage,
please call (970) 523-9943
since birds ate the more visible
This preprograrnmed gene pool gives
white moths.
created kinds the ability to adapt to a
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Field Trips for 2000!
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a~'t male~ it to C~p? Consider setting up your own Creation Vacation

F1eld Tnp herem western Colorado. You'll have access to AOI
personnel and Resource Library. Your tour could include:
• The Colorado Nt'l. Monument • Dinosaur Museums
•
• The Grand Mesa • Dinosaur Nt'l. Monument
rt:((
• Black Canyon Nt'l. Park Availability is limited!
Call (970)523-9943 for more details.

Nat. Selection (from page 3)
our stable", needs to be discarded.4
Since God is the author and
designer of thi s world, He is central
and not peripheral to science. The
most brilliant minds of science pale
infinitely, to the wisdom of our Lord
Jesus Christ. The same Creator that
spoke the heavens and the earth into
existence, became man and died for
our sins. The gospel of Evolution is a
gospel of naturalism, atheism and
humanism, whose savior is NS,
mutations, and vast epochs of time. It
denies the very existence, character,
and identity of the living God. God
and God alone deserves our hearts,
our lives, our all. ~
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"New Dinosaur

Unearthed"
by Rich Stepanek

The Arizona Republic Friday, Nov.
12, 1999 reported that in the Saharan
Desert paleontologists discovered
95 % of the bones from a new species
of huge, plant-eating sauropod,
belonging to the family of giants such
as Diplodocu s and Apatosaurus. This
creature weighed up to 20 tons and stood
30 feet high. Jobaria tiguidens is the
name for this new find that was
claimed to have been buried by a
flash flood about 135 million years
ago. It was also reported that a several
of these gigantic beasts, some of
different ages, were washed together.
The pleasant environment in which
these sauropods lived was drastically
different from the desert climate of
today.
That must have been some spring
run-off! All of this can be easily
explained by Noah 's flood picking up
these huge creatures and depositing
them in large fossilized graves. Some
animals would have been ripped
apart while others left intact. The
collapse of a vapor canopy would
explain a change in climate from a
pleasant forest to a desert. The
en vironment would shift from an
underground wate r supply, to
dependance on the hydrologic

Elk Creek
Training Center
Update
by Dave Hatper

1999 was a
productive
and fruitful
year. We
had several
work days
and one
work week/
summer camp. Many projects
were accomplished and several
more staged for next year. The
master plan was completed
and our long term planning goals
established. A great amount of
work was accomplised at the
future training center. We are very
grateful for all of you who
prayed , volunteered time, and
contributed finances to make our
work projects successful. The
entire team has been blessed by
God through the efforts of you
who have helped. Thank you!
In 2000 we hope to have
all our engineering work completed
and have the finances to build
our first permanent facilities.
Please help us pray for equipment,
materials, and finances. We will
need more volunteers and
equipment for the coming year
and are excited to see how God
will use you in thi s ministry.
In the meantime, remember:
Truth in science can only be found
through the source of truth.
Barb, Sarah, and I hope
you have a blessed year and that
you will be true to your calling in
our Lord Jesus Christ.
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